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F
luorescent carbon nanomaterials, es-
pecially for carbon nanodots (C-dots)
and graphene quantum dots (GQDs),

have attracted much attention due to the
superiority in resistance to photobleaching,
low toxicity, excellent biocompatibility, low
cost, and abundance of raw material in
nature.1�4 As a definition of ultrasmall frag-
ments of carbon materials with tunable
degree of carbonization, consisting of nu-
merous functional groups on their surface,
luminescent C-dots nowadays can be read-
ily produced on a large scale by many
approaches. As a result, these novel C-dot
emitters have been used in a lot of opto-
electronic application fields such as bioimag-
ing, photocatalysis, photovoltaics, sensing,
light-emitting diodes, and lasers.5�18 Inter-
estingly, most of the resulting C-dots exhibit
blue or green emission, despite distinct
techniques for fabrication, and these phe-
nomena are also common for GQDs.

It is not surprising that various spectro-
scopic technologies have been considered
and utilized as the most efficient means to
propose a reasonable photoluminescence
(PL)mechanism in fluorescent carbon nano-
materials.19�27 Among these methods, ul-
trafast spectroscopy is a powerful tool for
exploring the hidden information on elec-
tronic structure ofmaterials.28�30 According
to ultrafast time-resolved fluorescence and
carrier dynamics, Wen et al. suggested that
there were intrinsic and extrinsic bands in
C-dots.29 Meanwhile, we found that inde-
pendent bright molecule-like states were re-
sponsible for the fluorescence in GQDs via a
series of ultrafast spectroscopy techniques,
including femtosecond transient absorp-
tion spectroscopy.30 Moreover, we have re-
cently directly observed quantum-confined
graphene-like electronic states in graph-
ene oxide and photothermally reduced
graphene oxide via transient absorption
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ABSTRACT Carbon nanodots (C-dots) synthesized by electrochemical ablation and small

molecule carbonization, as well as graphene quantum dots (GQDs) fabricated by solvothermally

cutting graphene oxide, are three kinds of typical green fluorescence carbon nanomaterials.

Insight into the photoluminescence origin in these fluorescent carbon nanomaterials is one of

the important matters of current debates. Here, a common origin of green luminescence in these

C-dots and GQDs is unraveled by ultrafast spectroscopy. According to the change of surface

functional groups during surface chemical reduction experiments, which are also accompanied

by obvious emission-type transform, these common green luminescence emission centers that

emerge in these C-dots and GQDs synthesized by bottom-up and top-down methods are

unambiguously assigned to special edge states consisting of several carbon atoms on the edge of

carbon backbone and functional groups with CdO (carbonyl and carboxyl groups). Our findings

further suggest that the competition among various emission centers (bright edge states) and traps dominates the optical properties of these fluorescent

carbon nanomaterials.
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spectroscopy and suggested that the transient excited-
state absorption signals could be corresponding to
some special oxygen-containing functional groups.31

Inspired by this work, we wonder whether there exists
any common relationship between green PL and
special functional groups in both C-dots and GQDs,
and what kind of role the carbon backbone plays in
these fluorescent carbon nanomaterials.
The chief problem we need to face is a variety of

C-dots and GQDs, which makes it hard to correctly
evaluate the whole picture about their PL mechanism.
To simplify this complex question as much as possible,
the carbon nanomaterials with small size distribution
and high PL quantum yield (QY) are crucial and neces-
sary. This is due to the fact that higher sample quality
and simpler physical process can be expected. As a
result, ease of production, high quality, and output of
C-dots and GQDs will give us a better opportunity to
study their unique optical properties as a significant
breakthrough for understanding the photophysics of
fluorescent carbon nanomaterials.
Hence, C-dots and GQDs adopted here are typical

and superior in quality.5,13,32 C-dots synthesized by
electrochemical ablation of graphite rod electrodes
(top-down method) have high graphitic crystal-
linity,6,13 and C-dots synthesized by microwave-
assisted small molecule carbonization (bottom-up
method) usually possess high PL QY.5 GQDs fabricated
by a two-step method combining “top-down” cutting
graphene oxide and separation routes abandon a
redundant carbon matrix, in return to which high PL
emission appears.30,32 In combination of femtosecond
time-resolved spectroscopy and FT-IR spectroscopy
before and after surface chemical reduction treatment,
we explore the common PL origin of these C-dots and
GQDs in detail and further identify the functional
groups bearing responsibility for fluorescence emis-
sion. Our findings highlight the common transient
species in typical green fluorescence C-dots and GQDs,
regardless of fabrication methods.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the steady-state absorption and
emission spectra of these typical green fluorescence
carbon nanomaterials. Interestingly, the three samples
possess very different absorption in the ultraviolet to
visible range, but their normalized PL peaks are all
located at the green region at 400 nm excitation.
According to the high-resolution TEM images for the
three samples, as shown in Supporting Information
Figure S1, electrochemically synthesized C-dots have
the highest graphitic crystallinity and largest size dis-
tribution in the range of 1�9 nm,with an average value
of ∼5 nm. This could lead to a broad and structureless
absorption in the visible range. Smaller size distribu-
tion in microwave-synthesized C-dots (1�5 nm) and
disk-like GQDs fabricated by solvothermal synthesis

(3�5 nm) leads to narrower full width at half-maximum
(fwhm) in the normalized PL spectra, and at the same
time, some subtle band structures also appear in
steady-state absorption spectra. For solvothermally
synthesized GQDs, we have assigned these subtle
bands to independent molecule-like states.30 Similar
states appearing in microwave-synthesized C-dots
could reflect a common origin. The resulting PL QY
(see details in Supporting Information) in microwave-
synthesized C-dots (11.43%) and solvothermally syn-
thesized GQDs (9.81%) is enhanced to a great extent, in
comparison with electrochemically synthesized C-dots
(0.81%).
In order to shed light on these mysteries, femtosec-

ond transient absorption spectroscopy was used at
first for these three samples at 400 nm excitation
(Figure 2). Usually, there are three kinds of spectral
features in the TA spectrum. After the pump light
excitation, due to the Pauli exclusion principle, the
filling of quantized electronic states will lead to the
bleaching of the corresponding optical transitions
from ground state to excited state, which is named
ground-state bleaching (GSB). On the other hand, the
photoexcited electrons in the excited states could
further absorb probe light to higher levels or return
to ground state by stimulated radiation due to the
disturbance of probe light, which is the so-called
excited-state absorption (ESA) and stimulated emis-
sion (SE), respectively. Among the features, only
excited-state absorption has positive signals, the other
has negative signals. All of these features reflect the
information about the change of photogenerated
carrier populations in corresponding energy levels.
For the typical TA spectra of microwave-synthesized

C-dots, there is a small negative signal at around
420 nm, which corresponds to the energy band struc-
ture in the steady-state absorption spectrum at similar
wavelength. Therefore, we assign this state to the
ground-state bleaching signal. At longer wavelength,
there is a larger negative signal, which is in the range of
their green PL. Thus, this state is assigned to stimulated

Figure 1. Steady-state absorption and emission spectra of
green fluorescence C-dots and GQDs at 400 nm excitation.
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emission (SE). Despite the spectral superposition in
each TA spectra, it is still amazing that these transient
features in the three kinds of carbon nanomaterials can
be attributed to the same model. The main difference
is the strength of stimulated emission. It seems that
stronger PLQY leads to larger stimulatedemission signal.
For short time scale (first several picoseconds), a

transient double difference spectrum is used to obtain
the information hidden by overlapping of different
spectral signals. These double difference spectra of
C-dots and GQDs give clearer ground-state bleaching
signals at around 400 nm and similar excited-state
absorption, if ignoring the cupped shape at 490 nm
(Figure 3a). It indicates that the fast disappearance of
this positive absorption band is accompanied by re-
covering of the same ground-state bleaching (see
latter comparative analysis between TA and time-
resolved PL experiments). Furthermore, a deeper
cupped shape appears in microwave-synthesized
C-dots, besides the exactly same absorption band in
the red side of the probe window. It even already
becomes a negative signal, compared with that in
solvothermally synthesized GQDs. Hence, we can
safely assign this cupped signal to a fast stimulated
emission component, corresponding to the ground
state at around 400 nm. On the other hand, for a long
nanosecond time scale in TA, the blue and red sides of
excited-state absorption for electrochemically synthe-
sized C-dots are consistent with that of GQDs, also
except for the PL region (Figure 3b). For microwave-
synthesized C-dots, remarkably long lifetime stimu-
lated emission signal is accompanied by a ground-
state bleaching signal at around 420 nm. This long
lifetime ground state is in agreement with the green
fluorescence emission center found in GQDs. As stated
above, there is a serious spectral overlapping in TA
spectra, that is, ground-state bleaching, excited-state
absorption, and stimulated emission. However, they
canbe separated according to the steady-state spectra.
Briefly, by subtracting the steady-state PL spectrum
from the TA spectrum, the combination of excited-
state absorption and ground-state bleaching can be
obtained. Then, we assumed that the excited-state
absorption has a Gaussian shape and used a Gaussian
line shape to fit the obtained spectrum. The best fitting

Gaussian line shape represents the pure excited-state
absorption. Finally, after subtracting this pure excited-
state absorption component from the spectrum in-
cluding both excited-state absorption and ground-
state bleaching information, we obtained a pure
ground-state bleaching signal corresponding to the
green fluorescence. The detailed deduction for GQDs is
seen in our previous work.30 These results unambigu-
ously indicate that these green fluorescence C-dots
and GQDs, no matter if synthesized by small molecule
carbonization, electrochemical ablation, or solvothermal

Figure 2. TA spectra for (a) microwave-synthesized C-dots, (b) electrochemically synthesized C-dots, and (c) solvothermally
synthesized GQDs at 400 nm excitation. GSB, ground-state bleaching; ESA, excited-state absorption; SE, stimulated emission.

Figure 3. (a) Double difference spectra for microwave-
synthesized C-dots (between 0.8 and 10 ps), electrochemi-
cally synthesized C-dots (between 1.4 and 5 ps), and sol-
vothermally synthesized GQDs (between 0.6 and 5 ps). (b)
TA spectra at nanosecond time scale (1.33 ns) for these
C-dots and GQDs. For details on the emission center for
GQDs, see our previous work.30 The vertical dashed line is
located at 420 nm.
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synthesis, have the same excited-state behaviors. The
only difference is the proportion of radiative recombina-
tion in thewhole relaxationprocesses of photogenerated
carriers.
As a necessary complement, femtosecond time-

resolved PL experiments are performed at 400 nm
excitation to observe the pure radiative recombination
processes (Figure 4). All the fluorescence transients are
probed at PL peaks and are well fitted with multi-
exponential functions; the best-fit parameters are
listed in Table 1. For themicrowave-synthesized C-dots
and GQDs, both of them have common short lifetime
components of 1�2 ps and long lifetime components
of 4�5 ns, except that there is an additional decay
component of ∼110 ps in GQDs. This indicates that, in
comparison with microwave-synthesized C-dots, sol-
vothermally synthesized GQDs have some deeper trap
levels, which decrease PL QY. It is worth noting that
these average PL lifetimes, including all the lifetime
components, only provide the information of relative
emission strength, which can not correlate with PL QY
precisely. In addition, for both microwave-synthesized
C-dots and solvothermally synthesized GQDs, wave-
length-dependent PL dynamics ranging from the blue
side to the red side of PL also possess similar decay
trend (Figure S2). There is no fast decay in the red side
of the green fluorescence (wavelength beyond
520 nm), but in the blue side, shorter wavelength has
a larger fast decay component. We previously assigned
the fast/long lifetime to an intrinsic state/molecule-
like state in GQDs.30 These time-resolved PL dynamics
demonstrate that the same conclusions are also

suitable for microwave-synthesized C-dots, in which
their PL of the intrinsic state and molecule-like state
is even stronger. For electrochemically synthesized
C-dots, all three lifetime components are shorter, which
leads to an average PL lifetime of only∼100 ps, 1 order
of magnitude faster than the other two samples. This
indicates that nonradiative recombination processes
are dominated in electrochemically synthesized C-dots,
which leads to the lowest PL QY.
As long as these characterization dynamics in time-

resolved PL or TA represent the same excited-state
energy level, the comparison with each other is power-
ful evidence for identifying the relaxation channel of
excited-state electrons in the complex photophysical
process. For a short time scale, the kinetics of three
different characterization wavelengths, which are the
blue side of green fluorescence (470 or 480 nm in PL),
ground-state bleaching (410 nm in TA), and excited-
state absorption (650 or 680 nm in TA), are very
consistent with that shown in Figure S3. In order to
avoid the influence of fluorescence signal, the wave-
length of 650 or 680 nm in TA is adopted to represent
the red side of the excited-state absorption signal. This
accounts for the origin of the blue side of the green
fluorescence around 470 nm. Namely, this part of PL
arises from a ground state (intrinsic state), located
around 400 nm, with the corresponding red side of
excited-state absorption. Due to the fast decay, the
photoluminescence quantum yield of this state is
estimated to be very low, and it has almost no con-
tribution to the steady-state fluorescence at 400 nm
excitation. For the long time scale, the dynamics of the
long lifetime of the blue side of the excited-state
absorption signal (470 or 520 nm in TA) are indeed
the same as that of red side of PL (600 nm in PL) shown
in Figure S4. This indicates that the strong green
fluorescence originates from another state, which cor-
responds to the blue side of the excited-state absorp-
tion. This state also has a ground state which is located
at around 420 nm (Figure 3b).
Considering the degree of carbonization and plenty

of functional groups on the surface of C-dots and
GQDs, the common photophysics on the basis of our
transient studies are unraveled: photogenerated car-
riers are at first stored in the carbon backbone, then
leak fast into any possible emission states (special
structure consisting of carbon atoms and functional
groups) and traps (meaningless structures), in which
graphitic crystallinity plays the role of temporary res-
ervoir. In this mechanism, increased degree of gra-
phitic crystallinity or carbonization will lead to better
photostability, as well as more drastic competition
among different relaxation channels created by irreg-
ular carbonization or surface states which are out
of control. To the best of our knowledge, these
surface states with functional groups in most carbon
nanomaterials are still disordered and mainly

Figure 4. Femtosecond time-resolved PL dynamics of
C-dots (probed at 520 nm) and GQDs (probed at 530 nm)
at 400 nm excitation.

TABLE 1. Multiexponential Fitting for Femtosecond Time-

Resolved Fluorescence Dynamics

samples τ1 (ps) τ2 (ps) τ3 (ps) τave (ps)

microwave-synthesized C-dots 1.4 (25%) 4700 (75%) 3525
electrochemically synthesized C-dots 1.0 (47%) 16.6 (30%) 430 (23%) 104
solvothermally synthesized GQDs 1.9 (23%) 110 (17%) 4000 (60%) 2419
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dependent on synthesis processes and post-treatments
until now.
The characteristic absorption bands of surface func-

tional groups in these C-dots and GQDs can be
detected by FT-IR (Figure 5). For example, there
are stretching vibrations of O�H and N�H at
3100�3500 cm�1, C�H at 2923 and 2850 cm�1, bend-
ing vibrations of CH2 at 1350�1460 cm�1, vibrational
absorption band of CdO at 1635 cm�1, and an epoxide
band at 1048 cm�1.5,7,33 To gain an insight into the
special surface states probably responsible for green
PL in these carbon nanomaterials, surface chemical
reduction treatments in C-dots and GQDs are further
carried out (Figure 5, red line). Taking reduced micro-
wave-synthesized C-dots as an example, after reduc-
tion, the strength of absorption bands of C�OH and
CdO is 1/2 and 1/3 remaining, respectively, while the
absorption band of CH2 is broadened and increases by
2.5 times. This phenomenon of loss of an absorption
band of C�OH that is smaller than that of CdO can be
explained by the transformation from carbonyl and
epoxy to�OH groups in the reduction process.33 Thus,

the decreasing of carboxyl groups becomes the main
reason for the loss of an absorption band of C�OH.
These FT-IR spectra before surface reduction also
show that the hydroxyl group and carboxyl group are
dominant in all samples. The main difference among
these samples is the category and quantity of other
surface functional groups, such as in the range of
800�1500 cm�1, in which it includes numerous char-
acterization absorption bands (i.e., C�O, C�H, even
C�N).7,33 All of these surface functional groups may
become different competition channels, including ra-
diative and nonradiative processes. Hence, with more
surface functional groups, except that contributing to
green emission, lower green PL QY can be expected, as
electrochemically synthesized C-dots presented here.
In contrast, a more unitary emission center with larger
quantity will certainly result in higher PL QY. This
not only explains the cases of microwave-synthesized
C-dots and solvothermally synthesized GQDs well but
also can extend to the highly photoluminescent C-dots
with blue emission.7

In the meantime, the resulting steady-state PL spec-
tra at 400 nm excitation are changed during this reduc-
tion process (Figure S5). By subtracting the PL spec-
trum before reduction from that at different reduction

Figure 5. FT-IR spectra of (a) microwave-synthesized
C-dots, (b) electrochemically synthesized C-dots, and (c)
solvothermally synthesized GQDs.

Figure 6. Steady-state PL difference spectra of (a) reduced
microwave-synthesized C-dots and (b) reduced solvother-
mally synthesized GQDs at different reduced times. In this
difference spectrum, negative signal represents disap-
peared PL signal, and positive signal represents emerged
PL in the reduction processes. The arrows indicate the trend
of PL change.
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times, the information on the change of emission type
is more obvious (Figure 6). We can see that green
emission part centered at 530 nmgradually disappears
(negative signal) and a new blue emission centered at
460 nm appears (positive signal). Both microwave-
synthesized C-dots and solvothermally synthesized
GQDs have similar emission-type transformation dur-
ing the surface chemical treatments. For electrochemi-
cally synthesized C-dots, since some undesired
depositions occur, as well as the low PL QY in the same
excitation condition, its steady-state PL spectra during
the reduction process are not recorded. Interestingly,
we further find that all the C-dots and GQDs with green
emission exhibit the same pH-dependent PL behavior
(Figure S6). The intensities of green emissiondecrease in
the solution of high or low pH value but almost remain
constant in a solution of pH 4�10. This reflects another
commonPLproperty of their greenemission. That is, the
pH-dependent behaviors at specific ranges may con-
tribute to the protonation/deprotonation of carboxyl
groups, which affect the PL center of the green emis-
sions. In a word, all of these steady-state experiments
also confirm the common contribution of CdO func-
tional groups, especially for carboxyl groups at the edge
on the emission of fluorescent carbon nanomaterials.
Associating these changes in steady-state spectros-

copy with their transient processes, it further means
that when these local molecule-like states containing
carboxyl groups and carbonyl groups are formed on
the surface of carbon nanomaterials, it will certainly
lead to common transient species in transient absorp-
tion spectroscopy. Furthermore, recent study on green
photoluminescence GQDs via steady-state PL analysis

and high-resolution transmission microscopy strongly
suggested that green PL originated from disordered
edge states.34 Since both carboxyl groups and carbonyl
groups only emerge on the edge of the carbon back-
bone, our findings not only support this evidence but
also depict the possible category of edge states in
carbon nanomaterials. It is worth noting that sole CdO
functional groups are useless for green emission, like in
many small molecules and graphene-oxide-containing
carboxyl groups at its edge.35 However, relying on the
carbon backbone in these carbon nanomaterials, the
formation of some special conformations can be fa-
cilitated by combination of carboxyl groups and car-
bonyl groups in the vicinity at the edge of the carbon
nanomaterials. In another word, the hybridization of
the carbon backbone and these chemical groups forms
the green PL centers. These special edge states are the
common origins of green emission.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, formation of special molecule-like
states in carbon nanodots and graphene quantum
dots are demonstrated to be responsible for their
green fluorescence. Since these molecule-like states
contain carboxyl groups and carbonyl groups, they are
parts of so-called edge states. Special molecule con-
formations consisting of these functional groups and
several edge carbon atoms of the carbon backbone
can be expected. Besides, due to the variety of possible
edge states, some edge states could be nonradiative
states, namely, so-called traps. Hence, the competition
among different emission centers and traps dominates
the optical properties of carbon nanomaterials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Preparation. For microwave-synthesized C-dots, citric

acid and urea were used in a one-step microwave synthesis
route.5 For electrochemically synthesized C-dots, graphite rods
were adopted as both anode and cathode, as well as the carbon
source in a typical electrochemical synthesis.13 For solvother-
mally synthesized GQDs, a one-step solvothermal route from
graphene oxide is implemented.32 For surface chemical reduc-
tion experiments, 50 mg of NaBH4 was added into 3 mL of
C-dots or GQDs, with the reaction mixture stirred at room
temperature. Steady-state PL spectra of this reduced sample
are recorded at desired times. After complete reaction, the
product was subjected to dialysis to completely remove ions.
The resulting product was used in FT-IR analysis.

Femtosecond Transient Absorption Setup. In the transient absorp-
tion setup, a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser/amplifier system
(Solstice, Spectra-Physics) was used. The output of the amplifier
of 1.5mJ pulse energy, 100 fs pulse width, 250 Hz repetition rate
(this low frequency is set for matching the signal collection
system), at 800 nm wavelength was split into two parts; the
stronger beam was used to generate desired excitation light. In
traditional 400 nmexcitation experiments, 400 nmpumppulses
directly doubled from 800 nm laser pulses. The broad-band
white-light probe pulses were from 400 to 850 nm generated
from 2 mm thick water. The transient absorption data were
collected by a fiber-coupled spectrometer connected to a
computer. The group velocity dispersion of the transient spectra

was compensated by a chirp program. In all ultrafast experi-
ments, samples were stored in a 2 mm cuvette, in which
microwave-synthesized C-dots and solvothermally synthesized
GQDs were dissolved in water, and electrochemically synthe-
sized C-dots were dissolved in ethanol. All measurements
were preformed at room temperature. Pump-power-dependent
measurements were carried out. In the acceptable range (0.1�
0.6 mJ/cm2), no pump-intensity-dependent dynamics were
observed in 400 nm excitation.

Time-Resolved Fluorescence Experiments. Subpicosecond time-
resolved emission was measured by the femtosecond fluores-
cence upconversion method. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser/
amplifier system (Solstice, Spectra-Physics) was used. The out-
put of the amplifier of 1.5 mJ pulse energy, 100 fs pulse width,
1 kHz repetition rate, at 800 nm wavelength is split into two
parts; the stronger beam was used to generate excitation light.
The resulting fluorescence was collected and focused onto a
1 mm thick BBO crystal with a cutting angle of 35�. The other
part of the regenerative amplifier output was sent into an
optical delay line and served as the optical gate for the up-
conversion of the fluorescence. The generated sum frequency
light was then collimated and focused into the entrance slit of a
300 mm monochromator. A UV-sensitive photomultiplier tube
1P28 (Hamamatsu) was used to detect the signal. The fwhm of
instrument response function was about 400 fs.
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